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Introduction

This evening I am going present an introduction to Astro Imaging.

Today this fascinating subset of the hobby of Astronomy is easily accessible 
with just an average spec smartphone or DSLR and it is possible to create 
rewarding images from just that. Just as with Ham Radio the satisfaction 
that can be derived from using basic equipment with skill is immense.

My first experience of astro imaging was as a six year old. I had been bought 
a small telescope for Christmas and a book by Patrick Moore. I pestered my 
Dad ( an old school craftsman joiner) to make a tripod and a means of 
getting our ancient Kodak camera close to the eyepiece. The hardware was a 
success but the photos a dismal failure. He knew it would be but he 
humoured me anyway and it was a good enough experience to spark one of 
my life-long interests. Radio is another and he had a hand in that too.

Moving on to today I have made 2 imagers, own several commercial ones, 
own a DSLR and I really enjoy the challenge of getting passable images with 
my phone. 
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Presentation Overview

The presentation will last about 40 mins with a few mins for Q & A followed by a 
practical demonstration by Andrew M0ONH.

We will review a timeline of Astro Imaging.

We will consider the nature of electromagnetic radiation from an imaging point of 
view.

Basic electronic image capture.

Software processing

Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

Astro imaging without equipment ??????

Q & A
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Rough Timeline of Astro Imaging

1871 Dr. Richard Maddox invents the dry plate photography process making 
astro imaging practicable.

1880 Henry Draper Takes the first astro image of the Orion Nebula.

1883 Andrew Ainslie Takes the first combined long exposures of the Orion 
Nebula.

1930 Clyde Tombaugh discovers Pluto by astro image comparison.

1975 Steve Sasson Kodak first CCD electronic camera. 

1980’s Development of commercial CCD based astro imagers.

1993 First CMOS camera sensors developed by NASA & JPL teams

1994 Build your own Cookbook CCD astro imager kits.

The present day mainly CMOS based affordable imaging devices.
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Rough Timeline of Astro Imaging

The Orion Nebula M42

1880 First astro image of M42                         1883 First combined long exposures taken of M42
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Rough Timeline of Astro Imaging

The Orion Nebula M42

1998 Self-build Cookbook CCD image of M42         2011 Cannon EOS 1D Image of M42
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Rough Timeline of Astro Imaging

The Orion Nebula M42

2017 Smartphone image of M42                        
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The Nature of Electromagnetic Radiation & Imaging

We are as Radio Hams accustomed to think of Electromagnetic Radiation as a 
wave propagating through space.

But it also has the properties of a stream of packets of energy or particles 
travelling through space. The higher the frequency the better the particle 
analogy fits and it is very suitable at the wavelengths of infrared, visible and 
ultraviolet light. At these frequencies we call the waves / particles photons.

In an optical instrument we capture photons traveling from a distant object, 
focus them together and project into an eyepiece creating a more detailed 
image than is possible to see with the naked eye.

But if instead of an eye we project the photon stream on to a light sensitive 
medium as in the days before electronic devices or into an electronic 
apparatus that can capture & accumulate them over time we can build up an 
even more complex image. This is ideal for far distant astronomical objects 
where the photon stream is weak.
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The Nature of Electromagnetic Radiation & Imaging

The Electromagnetic Radiation Spectrum 
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Electronic Capture of Images 
Imaging sensor operation simplified

In the image sensor there is a grid of miniature photon collectors laid out in rows and 
overlaid by photoactive screen. 

When a projected photon from the focus of an optical instrument strikes the 
photoactive screen it is converted to a charge (utilizing the photo electric effect) and 
transmitted to the collector underneath it which acts like a holding container 
accumulating more charge with every photon strike. 

Bright parts of the image sensor will collect many charges, dimmer fewer and dark 
regions almost none. In color sensors the photon strikes prisms & micro lenses built 
into the photoactive screen to pass color information to appropriate collectors. For 
this reason color sensors are less sensitive than B&W sensors. Serious astronomers use 
B&W sensors with primary color filter wheels in front of the sensor and take multiple 
shots in B&W then in each of the primary colors to generate color images.

If we set a timer to run which starts from when we want to start imaging for a defined 
exposure time say ten seconds the sequence of events runs something like this.
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Electronic Capture of Images 
Imaging sensor operation simplified

Prior to the timer starting the photon collectors have been held biased negative to empty 
them of stray charges. Any photon to charge conversion before the timer start is discharged 
by the bias. The timer starts at t=0s the bias is turned off and charges from  photons striking 
the photoactive are now held in the collectors. An electronic shutter release. 

While the timer is running photons continue striking the photoactive screen building up a 
map of charges in the collectors of the object being imaged.

When the timer stops at t=10s in turn each row of collectors passes its charge state to the 
imaging processor. When the edge most collector in a row has passed its information, a 
cascade starts from the next collector in the row until the end of the row. Then the process 
starts again in the next row and so on until the image information has been sequentially 
passed to the imaging processor.

Row by row the electronic map of charges is passed to the imaging processor which builds a 
copy of the image that was projected on to the photoactive screen from the optical device.

In some ways this is akin to a Star Trek transporter. We convert photons to electrical energy 
and then convert back to photons that we view on a display unit. The energy is never 
destroyed but converted from one from to another and back but in a different location.
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Imaging sensor operation simplified
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Imaging sensor problems

Of course, like any technology imaging sensors come with a side dish of problems.

The sensor must be manufactured to very high quality to ensure the collectors reliably 
accumulate charge and pass their information faithfully to the image processor when 
reading the image.

The electronics in the camera create their own signature or bias noise which needs to be 
compensated for.

At normal room temperatures especially in the early days sensors create thermal noise 
which has to be compensated for when imaging astronomical objects. 

Early sensors also had to be actively cooled to around 30 C below ambient to make them 
sensitive enough for astro use. These days using Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 
(CMOS) sensors which are inherently thermally much quieter (low dark currents) than early 
Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) we can get away with passive cooling a lot of the time. High 
end astro cameras are still actively cooled while mid & low end imagers, DSLR’s  or webcams 
which can produce decent astro images are only passively cooled.

Dust contamination on the sensor window reduces performance & image quality. We can get 
round this by keeping equipment clean as practicable and software compensation.
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Imaging sensor solutions 

Sensor Quality: Use high quality sensors for astro imaging to avoid “hot”,“cold” or “stuck” (bright, 
dark or never changing) pixels in the final image.

Thermal & Bias Noise: Before shooting the object we take a dark frame with the optical instrument 
cap on to create a map of the residual CCD thermal & Bias noise which can be subtracted in 
software image processing. Some astronomers take separate Bias frames as well by taking a zero 
second exposure. The only information obtained is the characteristic signal noise of the system.

Cooling: By using a compact Peltier Thermoelectric Cooler built into the camera we can actively 
reduce the thermal noise and dark currents on the sensor to a very small magnitude dramatically 
improving performance. For passive cooling build in appropriate heat sinking and convective or 
forced draught fan air pathways to keep the sensor as cool as practicable.

Dust contamination on the optical equipment / sensor window: We take a uniform grey light shot 
before imaging known as a flat field. This creates a map of imperfections in the charge map caused 
by dust motes which can be subtracted in software processing. These days its possible to buy a 
light, relatively inexpensive, & high-quality LED flat field generator powered by batteries which 
slips on the front of the optical instrument. Or we have to pick a target or patch of dusk sky that is 
uniform (bit tricky). I used to have a grey card on the back fence for mine which didn’t work too 
well sometimes.

Most DSLR’s & these days even smartphone cameras have versions of the dark, bias & flat field 
procedures built into the camera firmware. 
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Bias frame                                                  Dark Frame 

Flat Field
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Peltier Thermoelectric coolers
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Peltier Thermoelectric cooler
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Electronic Capture of Images 

A typical cooled Cookbook style Astro Imaging Camera
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Electronic Capture of Images 

A mid market specification 2007 half 35mm frame fanless active cooled color CCD

This camera although an excellent performer  
requires a mains supply PSU and has 
separate input & output leads and a USB 
interface. It takes quite a while to set up. 

Cost in 2007 about £2500
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Electronic Capture of Images 

2018 Low to mid market specification CMOS color imager, passive cooling, single usb
lead power & interface. It can be run off a smartphone so ideal for field work. Current 
price about £153
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Electronic Capture of Images 

Software Processing

A really important part of astro imaging is software processing of the raw image.

With software we can eliminate almost all of the thermal, bias and dust noise on the image signal. 
This brings out hidden detail on the final image and we can manipulate the image spectrum to 
make particular features stand out.

Software can also capture video frames or multiple shots of the same object and align them very 
accurately removing a lot of atmospheric distortion and revealing hidden detail even with quite 
short exposure times.

Traditional Bias, Dark & Flat Field subtraction processing has started to be overtaken by raw image 
processing & stacking. This is particularly applicable when using post 2008 DSLR’s and even some 
smartphones now. These devices have effective image signal noise suppression built into them and 
apply inbuilt flat field based on profiles and self diagnostic data in the device. Some traditionists 
don’t agree with this approach.

A modern DSLR of modest price will give a quite expensive cooled CCD of a few years ago a run for 
its money. Also the post processing has been made much simpler by removal of noise from the raw 
image. If you ever watch the Sky at Night on the BBC observe Peter Lawrence using a DSLR to 
capture stunning images of objects in just a few seconds rather than taking a couple of hours to 
process it once you have loaded it into a PC. I was once on a flight towards the North Pole to see 
the Northern Lights from altitude with Mr Lawrence and the images he was getting compared to my 
miserable efforts was amazing. The man has a gift.
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

The optical instrument and imager must fit together with the light path or photon 
stream aligned (columnated) within close tolerance. Astronomical equipment is 
designed to do this without a lot of setting up.

The mount of the equipment must be capable of tracking the sky at the same rotation 
speed as the Earth & preferably on the same axis of rotation. A polar or equatorial 
mount can do this. 

Altitude azimuth mounts can track Earth rotation accurately but are not aligned to the 
axis of the Earth and over time the object being viewed will appear to rotate on itself.
This limits long exposures to about 15 seconds. This can be overcome with a field 
rotator to rotate the imager to compensate. We can also use frame stacking 
processing to remove the rotation electronically.

A range of fittings are available for DSLR’s to mount to optical assemblies directly 
which are aligned within tolerance for astro imaging.

There are also a range of smartphone adapters to allow a phone camera to be 
mounted close to an optical instrument eyepiece in a parfocal arrangement where the 
phone camera is able to resolve an image at the telescope eyepiece.
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

A light portable USB or Battery powered Polar Mount with a solar telescope mounted 
and a smart phone deployed as an imager.
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

A typical smartphone adapter
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

A 2018 image capture of the Sun with the set up from the last slides. The image has had minimal

software processing to bring out detail but at the expense of noise and color shift on the image.

Sunspots

Prominence 

Prominence 

Prominences 

The solar telescope
attenuates & 
samples 
light in the hydrogen 
alpha light 
wavelength 
which has a 
distinctive cherry
red /orange hue. It 
is emitted from the 
outer layers of the
sun.

DO NOT TRY THIS
AT HOME UNLESS
YOU ARE VERY SURE
OF WHAT YOU ARE
DOING

LOOKING AT THE 
SUN THROUGH
NORMAL OPTICAL
INSTRUMENTS WILL
BLIND YOU OR 
DESTROY YOUR
PHONE CAMERA 
INSTANTLY
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

The same portable mount but this time set up with a small telescope and astro imager. I like to 
have 2 finder scopes fitted. One produces a red dot in the finder coincident with the target. The 
other has a low magnification and crosshairs. Both are aligned to the telescope. I also have a flip 
mirror fitted to allow easy shifting between an eyepiece and the imager. Set up time about 10 mins 
in practiced hands. The telescope has a shield fitted to eliminate dew on the objective lens and 
improve optical contrast.
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

We can use a DSLR mated to the telescope as an imager using an adapter to fit in the eyepiece 
holder.
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

The same portable mount with the DSLR in place. The mount has a built in Wi-Fi interface and as 
well as providing mount information you can also command the camera shutter for single and 
sequences of exposures 
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

Or with suitable lenses fitted to the DSLR you can use it by itself on the same mount. 
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Integration of Imaging & Optical equipment 

And finally an Altitude Azimuth mount. This has a Wi-Fi interface and although it could do imaging 
on short exposures it is better suited to just visual work. Its axis is not aligned to the Earths and 
this means it requires 2 motors to maintain track on the object being viewed. With this type of 
mount the eyepiece angle will remain in one position relative to the viewer while on the polar 
mount it will rotate round sometimes to awkward angles for viewing. Horses for courses.
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Astro imaging without equipment of your own 

This may sound a little mad but, these days its possible to access 
remote large telescopes by paying a subscription. 

Slooh.com provide this service and you can sit in on imaging sessions or for
upgraded subscriptions book a telescope and conduct your own imaging
missions.

A download from Slooh.com of the Silver Coin Galaxy NGC253 with a meteorite 
in frame. Taken in 2017 from
an imaging session I sat in on.
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Any Questions?


